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Chapterr  8 

Arrayy Constraint Propagation 

8.11 Introductio n 

Manyy problems can be modelled advantageously using look-up functionality: as-
sociatee each item in a group of items with a unique identifier, or index, and make 
itemss directly accessible by their respective index. In mathematics, indices on 
variabless are ubiquitous, and functions are used to uniquely map arguments to 
values.. In programming languages, the corresponding construct is usually called 
array.array. In an imperative language such as C, we might define an array of integer 
variabless by integer a [3], or an array of constants by a[] = {5 , 7, 9} ; we 
cann then access the element at position i by writing a [ i ] . 

Inn such languages, the condition for these look-up expressions to be valid is 
thatt the index is known when the expression is evaluated. It is in the spirit of 
constraintt programming to relax this restriction. We view x and y as variables 
constrainedd by the equality x = a[y] which involves an array a. 

AA corresponding binary constraint named element was originally developed 
withinn the CHIP system, one of the earliest constraint programming systems, 
[Dincbass et al., 1988]. element proved to be very useful in modelling; many prob-
lemss (scheduling, resource allocation, etc.) formulated as CSPs make use of it, and 
mostt contemporary constraint programming systems provide it now. Sometimes 
itt is generalised so as to allow the one-dimensional array to consist of variables 
insteadd of constants. Array constraints and element are examples of so-called 
'global'' constraints [Beldiceanu and Contejan, 1994, Beldiceanu, 2000a]. 

Anotherr point motivating the study of array constraints lies in the on-going 
developmentt in constraint programming research to lif t the notion of a constrained 
variablee from the conventional numeric or simple finite-domain variable to higher-
structuredd objects, such as vectors, sets [Gervet, 1997], multisets [Walsh, 2003]. 
Arrayss connect to the notion of a, function variable [Hnich, 2003]. In this view, 
ann array mapping the indices in J to variables ranging over A is itself a single 
variablee whose domain is the set of functions from X to A. 

125 5 
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Figuree 8.1: Crossing entries in a crossword puzzle 

Lett us demonstrate the use of arrays in modelling. 

8.1.1.. EXAMPLE. We formulate the problem of crossword puzzle generation us-
ingg array constraints [Beacham et al., 2001]. Given a list of words and an empty 
crosswordd puzzle grid, the task is to fil l the horizontal and vertical entries in the 
gridd with words of appropriate length such that crossing entries agree on the letter 
att the crossing position. Figure 8.1 shows such a crossing. 

Wee view the entries as variables Wi. Their domain is the respective set of 
wordss of appropriate size, i. e., the domain of w\ in the figure is the set of 5-letter 
words. . 

Wee use a constant two-dimensional array letter to associate words with their 
letters.. The first index denotes the word, the second denotes the position of a let-
terr in that word, e.g., /etter[sail,2] = a. Every crossing of two entries contributes 
ann array constraint. For example, 

letter[wi,A]letter[wi,A] — letter[w2,2\ 

capturess the crossing of Fig. 8.1. 
Solelyy establishing GAC on the array constraints solves some instances of the 

crosswordd problem without any search; see [Hentenryck, 1989, p. 140], in which 
ann equivalent special constraint for crossing entries is used. D 

8.1.2.. EXAMPLE. In Chapter 9, we discuss qualitative spatial reasoning using an 
array-basedd model. In this approach, we map tuples of objects to their spatial 
relation.. For example, the relative orientation of point triples is represented as 
aa three-dimensional array OrRel indexed by points pj. The set of qualitative 
relationss {between, behind, in_front, left,...}  is the domain of the array elements. 
Wee specify by OrRel\a, b,c] = in_front that the continuation of the directed line 
abab passes through the point c. The constraint 

OrRee J [forward ,̂ defender B,goa\B]  = in_front, 

defenderdefenderBB € TeamB 

inn a football context formalises the suboptimal situation for a forward player of 
teamm A who is in possession of the ball that some player of team B prevents a 
directt goal shot.
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Wee study here constraint propagation for array constraints. Arrays can be 
multidimensionall  and they can consist of variables, the indices in an array ex-
pressionn can be variables, and the array expression is equated with a variable. 
Wee consider propagation establishing generalised arc-consistency and bounds-
consistency.. We also discuss nested array expressions. Furthermore, we examine 
aa method to transform a multidimensional array constraint into an equivalent one-
dimensionall  array constraint and an auxiliary constraint. Such a transformation 
iss acceptable if GAC is the local consistency to be established by constraint prop-
agation.. If BC is to be established, we argue that this is not the case; propagating 
thee original array constraint is then preferable. 

8.1.11 Arrays 
Ann array is a representation of a total function. Given a Cartesian product 
XX — X\ x * *  x Xn and a set A for the function domain and range, respectively, 
ann array a is a set of atomic mappings that satisfies 

forr every b E T some e G A exists such that (b >— e) G a. 

Wee use conventional array notation and write 

a[b]a[b]  = e if (6  e) € a. 

Thee length n of X — X\ x  xXn is the dimensionality of the array. We assume 
thatt all Xi are finite. 

8.1.22 Array Constraints 
Wee use arrays in array expressions a[b] and simple array equations e = a[b], where 
bb E X, e € A. We lif t array equations to array constraints of the form 

xx = a[yu...,yn] 

byy allowing variables instead of constants, as follows: 

 result variable x with domain Dx = A, 

 index variables yi,... ,yn — V with domains DVi = 2i, 

 array variables a [b]  for b E X with domains Da[^ = A. 

Soo such an array constraint is a constraint on the sequence of variables 

XX = x, yu.--,Vn, (a[b]\bEX). (8.1) 

Itt is of arity 1 + n + fJiLi l̂ il» a n^ therefore highly non-binary. 
Wee assume from now on that all the variables in the sequence X are pair-wise 

different.. We say that a is an array of constants if all (a[b] | b G X) are constants, 
otherwisee we call it an array of variables. 
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8.22 Constraint Propagation 

8.2.11 Propagat ion Rules for Generalised Arc-Consistency 

Simplee Arra y Constraints 

Wee derive GAC-establishing constraint propagation rules for array constraints 
fromm the generic rule of Fact 2.2.3. So we are interested in all correct rules of the 
form m 

C{x\,...C{x\,...,, xn) —» Xi ̂ f- e 

forr an array constraint C. Correctness follows from e £ C[xi\. 
Thee variables in an array constraint x = a[yi,..., yn]  split in three groups, see 

Statementt (8.1). We examine the correctness condition separately for a represen-
tativee of each group. 

Variabl ee x. We require e ^ C[x], or equivalently e ^ a[yi,... ,yn]-  That is the 
casee exactly if 

$beD$beDyiyix---xDx---xDynyn.e6D.e6Da{b]a{b]  (8.2) 

holdss for the domains. 

Variabl ee yk. The correctness condition is bk £ C[yk]. We find in this case 

Dy\kDy\k = Dyix---x Dyk_, x {bk} x Dyk+1 x  x Dyn, 

$bED$bEDylkylk.. 3e€ DxnDa[b]. ' ) 

Variabl ee a\b\,... ,bn]. We need a circumstance in which e ^ C[a[&i,..., bn]  ]. 
Thatt is only the case once the index is fixed to (61?. . ., bn); then, all other 
variabless a[b[,..., b'n]  are unconstrained. We have thus 

{{b{{b uu...,b...,bnn)})}  = Dyix---xDyn A e£Dx. (8.4) 

Wee now instantiate the generic GAC-establishing rule for each variable type and 
obtainn the following three rules: 

xx = a[yu . . . , y n ] ^ x ^ e if (8.2), (arr^gacx) 

xx = a[yu...,yn]  -» yk ^ bk if (8.3), (arr.gacy) 

xx = a[yu...,yn]  -  a[bu... ,bn]   ̂ e if (8.4). (arr-gaca) 

8.2.1.. THEOREM. The rules (arr^gacx), (arr-gacy), (arr^gaca) establish gener-
alisedalised arc-consistency on the array constraint x — a[yi, . . ., yn]. 
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PROOF.. Fact 2.2.3, and the preceding derivations of the respective correctness 
conditions.. D 

Pair-wisee Variabl e Difference Requirement 

Itt is indeed necessary to restrict variables to occur just once. Consider the array 
xorxor = {{0 , 0 )H^0, {0,1)«-*1, {I,0)t->1, (1, 1)H-+0}  and the constraint x = xor[y,y] 
withh x E {0},y € {0,1} . It is inconsistent but stable under the rules (arr-gacx), 
(arr-gac(arr-gacyy),), (arr.gaca). 

Compoundd Arra y Constraints 

Wee have only admitted array constraints in the simple form x — a[yi,... ,yn] 
soo far. It can sometimes be easier, however, to use several arrays in one con-
straint,, such as in d\[yi,... ,|/n] = a2[zi,... ,zm]  or in the nested expression 
xx = a3[ai[y u .. .,yp],a2[z1,..., zq]\. 

Establishingg GAC on such array constraints is generally hard if variables are 
usedd in multiple places. If variables occur just once then the compound expres-
sionss can simply be decomposed, using fresh auxiliary variables. Lemma 2.1.7 
statess that GAC on the constraints of the decomposition corresponds to GAC on 
thee compound constraint. 

So,, for example, the constraint letter[wi,4\ — letter[w2,2} from the crossword 
examplee 8.1.1 can be decomposed into the two constraints letter[wi, 4] = l\,2 and 
letter[wletter[w2l2l2]2] = £ 2̂ without affecting propagation. 

Domainn Reduction vs. Constraint Transformation 

Ass instances of the generic GAC-establishing rule in Fact 2.2.3, the rules 
(arr-gac(arr-gacxx),), (arr-gacy), (arr-gaca) are domain reduction rules by type. In pres-
encee of GAC-establishing constraint propagation rules or algorithms for basic 
constant/variablee equality constraints v\ — v2, we can replace the domain reduc-
tionn rule (arr_gaca) by a constraint propagation rule that does not reduce domains 
butt imposes the entailed equality constraint. Such equality constraints are gener-
allyally provided in constraint logic programming systems, which implemented them 
throughh unification extended with domain intersection. 

Soo we extract just 

{(b{(buu...,b...,bnn)})}  = Dmx . .. x Dyn (8.5) 

fromm correctness condition (8.4), and state the rule 

xx = a[yi, ...,yn]  -  x = a[bu ..., bn]  if (8.5). (arr~gaca_) 

Propagationn of the new equality constraint x = a[bi,...,bn]  reduces then the 
domainss of the variables x and a[6i,...,6n] in the same way as (arr-gacx), 
{arr-gac{arr-gacaa). ). 
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8.2.2.. NOTE. In presence of constraint propagation mechanisms for variable 
equalityequality constraints, the rules (arr-gacx), (arr-gacy), (arr-gacaJ) establish GAC 
onon the array constraint x — a[y\,.. .,yn]-

Moreover,, observe that, as long as the domains Dx, Da l̂t__ n̂]  are non-empty, 
alsoo the rule (arr-gacy) is redundant (more precisely: it has no correct instances). 
So,, once (arr_gacaJ) has fired, the original constraint x — a[yi,... ,yn]  and all 
itss propagation rules can be eliminated from the constraint solver. 

8.2.22 Propagat ion Rules for Bounds-Consistency 

Generalisedd arc-consistency is a strong but often also a computationally expensive 
locall  consistency. Depending on the problem, it can be more efficient to propa-
gatee less. Bounds-consistency (Def. 2.1.8) is a good candidate for a weaker local 
consistencyy notion. Recall that it checks and modifies only the domain bounds 
off  variables. The significant implication for the representation of domains is that 
domainss that are intervals remain intervals, which reduces the space complexity 
substantially. . 

Forr array constraints we obtain propagation rules for bounds-consistency from 
thee rules establishing GAC, see Fact 2.2.3. We restrict correctness condition to 
domainn bounds, i.e., 

(arr-gac(arr-gacxx)) in which e G {min(D x),max(Dx)}  (arr-bcx) 

(arr-gac(arr-gacyy)) in which 6fc € {mm(Dyk),max.(Dyk)} (arrJ}cy) 

(arr-gac(arr-gacaa)) in which e e {min(Da[fcli...,t)n]),max(Z)a[bl)..,)bnj)}  {arr^bca) 

8.2.3.. THEOREM. The rules (arrJ)cx), (arr-bcy), (arr-bca) establish bounds-
consistencyconsistency on the array constraint x — a[yi, . . ., yn]. D 

8.2.33 From Rules to Algorithms 

AA naive iteration algorithm of the propagation rules establishing BC or GAC 
iss computationally expensive, due to a repetitive access to the same variable 
domainss in the process of verifying the correctness conditions (8.2), (8.3), (8.4). 

Inn Figure 8.2, we give propagation algorithms for BC and GAC which imple-
mentt the rule iteration process. The principle is to start with sets of values e that 
aree candidates for removal in a body xt / e of an array constraint propagation 
rule.. The algorithm core loop array_prop deletes all those values for which the 
correspondingg propagation rule is incorrect. Subsequently, the remaining values 
cann correctly be removed from the respective variable domains. 

Wee presume that basic equality constraints are provided by the underlying 
constraintt programming platform, and pose an equality constraint as soon as 
correctt by condition (8.5), instead of reducing domains; see Section 8.2.1. 
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array^gacc I: axray constraint i—> equivalent GAC-reduced constraint 

{XU,{XU, YUlm.n) = array_prop(Ar,D^,..., DVn) 
DDxx := Dx - XU 
DDvivi  Dvi ~ YUi, for all i G [l..n] 

iff  {(&i , ...,bn)} — Dyi x  x DVn then constrain ar = a[b\,..., 6„] 

array_bcc : array constraint i—> equivalent BC-reduced constraint 

lett bds{D) = {mm(D),max(D)} 

XSXS :— 0 / supported values 
YSiYSi := 0, for all i G [l..n] 

repeat t 
XTXT :=  bds(Dx) \XS // values to be tested 
YTiYTi :=  bds(£>yi) \ YS» for all i G [l..n] 

{XU,{XU, YUi„ n) = array_prop(XT, FTi..„) // unsupported values 

XSXS := XS U (XT - XU) 
YSiYSi := >^i U (yr» - y ^ ) , for all i € [l..n] 

A ,, := An - XU 
DDvivi := A/» - ^ t > for all i G [l..n] 

unti ll  XU = 0 and y t^ = 0, for all i G [l..ra] 

iff  {(6i,... , bn)} — Dyi x  x DVn then constrain x = a[b\,..., bn] 

array_propp : domain values XU, YU\_,n \—> unsupported domain values 

BB := Dyi x  x DVn 

whilee B^0 and yt/fc ^ 0 for some fc € [l..n] do 
choosee {b\,... ,bn) e B such that bk G YUk for some k G [l..n] 
removee (&i,..., bn) from 5 
iff  A n Ax[6lv..,bn] ^ 0 then YUt :=  YUt\{bi},  for all i € [l..n] 
XL// := XU \ Da[bl,...,bn] 

end d 

whilee Bf 0 and XU ^ 0 do 
choosee and remove (&i,..., 6n) from B 
XUXU := XC/ \ A^,..., ]̂ 

end d 

returnn <X£/, y[/i..n) 

Figuree 8.2: Propagation for array constraints 
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8.2.4.. NOTE. Algorithm array_gac establishes GAC, and algorithm array_bc es-
tablishestablishes BC, on the array constraint x — a[b\,..., bn]. D 

Lett us examine the working of the GAC-enforcing propagation. 

8.2.5.. EXAMPLE. Consider x e {B, C,D}  and yx € {1,2} , y2 € {1,2,3}  in the 
constraintt x — a[yi, 1/2], and let a be defined as the array of constants 

a[yi,y2] a[yi,y2] 
1 1 
2 2 

1 1 
A A 
D D 

2 2 
B B 
E E 

3 3 
C C 
F F 

Thee constraint x — a[y\, y2]  is GAC, which array_gac verifies by calling array_prop 
withh XU = {B , C, D}  and YU = ({1,2} , {1,2,3}). 

Initially ,, the set of indices B is {1,2}  x {1,2,3}. We iterate through B (choose 
statement)) from lexicographically small to large indices. 

1-- Ai[i,i ] = {A }  is evaluated, but no changes to XU, YU result. 

2-- A,[i,2] = {B}  follows. We have XU = {C, D}  and YU = ({2} , {1, 3}). 

3.. A,[i,3] = {C}  is read, which results in XU = {D}  and YU = ({2} , {1}) . 

4.. Only (2,1) remains in B, so Da[2,i] = {D}  is looked up. XU — 0 and 
YUYU = (0, 0) remain. 

Onlyy one incomplete run is needed; the indices (2,2), (2,3) permissible by the 
domainss of yx, y2 are skipped. 

Observee that an alternative iteration strategy with less steps exists in this 
case.. Suppose (2,1) had been chosen first, then only (1,2) and (1,3) could be 
chosenn next, and (1,1), (2,2), (2, 3) had been skipped. D 

Forr GAC, the correctness-checking procedure array_prop iterates through all 
possiblee indices &i,.. . ,&n in the domains of yi,... ,yn in the worst case. This 
situationn occurs, for instance, with the constraint and initial domains of Exam-
plee 8.2.5 except for x £ {F} , and if array_prop iterates through B from small to 
largee indices. 

Inn the best case, the number of iteration steps is the size of the largest domain 
DDViVi.. Take Example 8.2.5, but with x 6 {A , E, F} . The algorithm iterates through 
(1,1),, (2,2), (2,3) in three steps, corresponding to \Dy2\ — 3. 

8.2.6.. NOTE. The number of iteration steps in array_prop has an upper bound of 
0{d0{dnn)) and a lower bound of O(d), where d is the size of the largest input set of 
values.values. D 
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Inn the case of array_gac, the input sets are the complete variable domains. In the 
casee of array_bc only the currently unchecked domain bounds are examined by one 
calll  to array_prop. If subsequently some bounds are reduced, the process needs 
too be repeated for the new bounds. Generally, the cost of checking the domain 
boundss by array_bc will be lower than the cost of checking every domain element 
byy array_gac. 

I tt is useful to remark that the set B in the procedure array_prop need not be 
representedd extensionally with the resulting high space cost. Instead, a compact 
iterator/pointerr can be maintained that marks the lexicographically next tuple. 

8.33 Decomposing Multidimensional Array Con-
straints s 

Interestingly,, a constraint language with one-dimensional array constraints and 
integerr arithmetic constraints is already expressive enough to support multidimen-
sionall  arrays. We discuss now a method to translate a multidimensional array 
constraintt into a one-dimensional array constraint and an additional constraint. 
Thee interest of such a translation lies in the greater simplicity of a propagation 
algorithmm for only one-dimensional array constraints. 

Wee show that decomposing is an acceptable technique when the desired result 
off  propagation is GAC. We argue that this is not the case, however, when we 
wishh to enforce only BC. 

8.3.11 Reducing the Array Dimensionality 

Lett the n-dimensional array a represent a total function from the Cartesian prod-
uctt Ji x  x Xn = X to the set A. Assume that every component set is a (finite) 
integerr interval, so 

Jii  = [0 .. (m{ - 1)] for all i € [L.n]. 

Wee can do so for our purposes without substantial loss of generality, as any finite 
sett can be mapped to such an interval. We define a mapping ƒ from J to the 
intervall  [0..(n?=0 m<-1)], by 

&&  = ƒ(&!, . -.,bn) = ^(bi-f[mA (8.6) 
i=ll  \ j=o J 

(wee define mo — 1 for convenience). 

8.3.1.. EXAMPLE. We map car number plates labels to numbers. Let us assume 
thatt a number plate consists of a sequence of six symbols: two letters, two digits, 
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andd again two letters, e. g., RB-18-GH. A letter is taken from the Latin alphabet of 
266 letters; we translate it implicitly to a number in the interval [0..25]. A number 
platee p £ [0..25]2 x [0..9]2 x [0..25]2 with p — (px,... ,pe) can thus be mapped to 
aa number between 0 and 264  102 - 1 by 

pp = ƒ (p) =  Pl+ 26p2 + 262p3 + 10  262p4 + 102  262p5 + 102  263p6. 

Thiss means /(R, B, 1,8, G, H) = 12763599.

Wee associate the multidimensional array a with a new one-dimensional array a 
by y 

ö == {1(b) i-+e\{b^e)€a}, 

whichh means that 

a[[  ƒ (&i,...,& n)] =a[bi , . . . ,6n] . 

InformallyInformally speaking, we 'linearise' a. 

8.3.22 Decomposition 

Wee deal now with array constraints (possibly on a multidimensional array) by 
replacingg them by a new array constraint on a one-dimensional array, and an ap-
propriatee linear constraint derived from (8.6), linking the respective array indices. 

8.3.2.. EXAMPLE. Consider the two-dimensional array a defined by 

a[yhV2] a[yhV2] 
0 0 
1 1 

0 0 
15 5 
1 1 

1 1 
16 6 
2 2 

2 2 
17 7 
3 3 

Wee set up a new one-dimensional array a as follows: 

aa\y\ \y\ 0 0 
15 5 

l l 
l l 

2 2 
16 6 

3 3 
2 2 

4 4 
17 7 

5 5 
3 3 

Wee can then replace the constraint 

xx = a[s/i,Ste] 

byy the two constraints 

xx = a[y] and y = yi+2y2. 

wheree y is a new variable. D D 
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8.3.33 Propagation 

Generalisedd Arc-consistency 

Enforcingg GAC on the two constraints of the decomposition is equivalent to en-
forcingg GAC on the original array constraint. This is by Lemma 2.1.7, and since 
thee two decomposition constraints share only the new auxiliary index variable. 
Thee cost of propagation is, however, not reduced by decomposing array con-
straints. . 

8.3.3.. FACT. The complexity of establishing GAC on a linear arithmetic equality 
constraintt in n variables is in C(dn), where d is the size of the largest variable 
domain..

Soo we have the same worst-case cost for propagation via the decomposition con-
straintss as for propagation by the array_gac algorithm. 

Bounds-Consistency y 

Iff  we choose bounds-consistency as the desired local consistency notion, we ob-
servee that enforcing it on the decomposition is strictly weaker than bounds-
consistencyy on the original array constraint. The problem occurs due to the loss 
off  information exchange between the two constraints, if only bounds-consistency 
iss enforced. 

8.3.4.. EXAMPLE. Reconsider the two-dimensional array a from Example 8.3.2 
andd its linearised peer a. Consider the variables 

z€[1..3],, yi€[0..1], ife€[0..2]. 

Thee constraint x = a[yi,y2]  is clearly not bounds-consistent: for that, we must 
reducee the domain of y\ to the singleton interval [1..1] since yi = 0 does not occur 
inn any solution. In contrast, the two decomposition constraints 

xx = a[y] and y = y1 + 2y2 with y G [1..5] 

aree bounds-consistent. D 

Inn conclusion, if we wish to enforce bounds-consistency on a multidimensional 
arrayy constraint, we should choose the array_bc algorithm instead of decomposing 
thee constraint. 
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8.44 Implementation 
Wee implemented the algorithms array_gac and array_bc, see Fig. 8.2, in the con-
straintt programming system ECL'PS6 [Wallace et al., 1997], using its finite do-
mainn constraints library. The propagation algorithm is provided in a library 
togetherr with several other array-related functions, consisting of about 600 lines 
off  source code in total. 

AA specific side effect of the array propagation algorithm can be exploited in an 
ECI/PS66 implementations. ECL*PSe controls the execution order of constraint 
propagationn algorithms based on changes to the constrained variables, such as a 
domainn reduction. Propagation algorithms 'watching' a variable are scheduled to 
executee once this variable has changed. 

Thee array_prop procedure allows to extract useful variables to watch, namely 
thee variables a\b\,... ,bn]  for which Dx D A»[6i,...,bn]  ¥" 0- The domains of these 
watchedd variables provide support for domain values of other variables. Hence, 
changess to the watched variables require a repeated propagation round. 

Arrayy constraints and the implementation of propagation algorithms are 
reusedd in the Chapters 9 and 10 on qualitative reasoning. 

8.55 Final Remarks 

Relatedd Work 

Thee established precursor of array constraints is the element constraint of CHIP 
[Dincbass et al., 1988], now available in many constraint programming languages. 
Itt is the one-dimensional specialisation, and usually requires the array to be con-
stant. . 

Algorithmss for propagation in the one-dimensional case have been published, 
forr example, [Carlson et al., 1994] describes an AKL(FD) implementation of ele-
mentt using indexicals [Codognet and Diaz, 1996], in which the array can consist 
off  variables. I am not aware of a published algorithm for the multidimensional 
case. . 

Arrayy constraints in the constraint programming language OPL 
[Hentenryckk et al., 1999] can be multidimensional and use arrays of vari-
ables.. It is unclear what form of constraint propagation takes place, but in 
[Hentenryckk et al., 1999, p. 100] it is stated that the reduction for an index 
variablee in a multidimensional array constraint depends on its position. We 
foundd experimentally in the OPL implementation available to us that the 
propagationn is weaker than GAC (and BC). For all three cases treated by the 
ruless (arr-gacx), (arr-gacy), (arr-gaca), we could construct simple examples 
usingg small 2-dimensional arrays in which reduction of domains is possible but 
nott performed by OPL Studio 3 [ILOG, 2000], see Fig. 8.3. 
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enumm Dz {  i , j } ; 
enumm Dy {  k, 1, m } ; 
enumm Da {  p, q, r } ; 

Daa a[Dz, Dy] = #[ i : # [ k :p, l : q , m:r ]#, 
j :: # [ k :p, l : q , m:r]# ] #; 

varr Da x; 
varr Dz z ,u; 
varr Dy y, v; 

solvee { v o l ; 
a[u,, v] = x; 

}; ; 
a[z,, y] = q; 

/// OPL Studio GAC 
/// x in { p, q, r } { p, r } 
// / 
/// y in { i, 1, i } { 1 } 

enum m 
enum m 

var r 
var r 
var r 

solve e { { 

Dy y 
Da a 

Da a 
Da a 
Dy y 

yy = 

{{ i, j, 
{{ p. q. 

a[Dy]; ; 
x; ; 
y; ; 

j; ; 
xx <> q; 
xx = a[y]; ; 

kk }; 
rr }; 

// / 
// / a[j] ] 

OPLL Studio 
{{ p, q, r } 

GAC C 
{{ p, r } 

}; ; 

Figuree 8.3: OPL programs exhibiting weak propagation in ILOG's OPL Studio 
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InIn [Beldiceanu, 2000b] a constraint called case is proposed that subsumes mul-
tidimensionall  array constraints with constant arrays. No algorithm is given. In 
[Hookerr et al., 2000] on combining operations research techniques and constraint 
satisfactionn methods, a continuous relaxation of element using a cutting-planes ap-
proachh is studied. The element constraint there corresponds to a one-dimensional 
arrayy of variables with continuous domains. 

Conclusions s 

Wee studied here constraint propagation for array constraints. There is ample 
evidencee suggesting that arrays are useful for modelling constraint satisfaction 
problems.. Indices on objects are ubiquitous in mathematics. Arrays with multi-
plee dimensions have long been present in programming languages. The element 
constraintt is supported by many constraint systems. 

Practicall  experience shows that the most advantageous notion of local con-
sistencyy depends on the considered problem. Sometimes a weaker notion such as 
bounds-consistencyy may suffice, perhaps just applied in the early stages of search 
andd later replaced by full generalised arc-consistency. We derived constraint prop-
agationn rules to achieve generalised arc-consistency and bounds-consistency, and 
wee gave algorithms implementing the rules. 

Wee also examined the option of decomposing a multidimensional array con-
straintt into one with just a one-dimensional array and a linear constraint. We 
arguedd that when we wish to establish GAC on array constraints, the composed 
andd the decomposed behave similarly with respect to runtime, while this is not 
thee case when we require only BC. We showed that decomposing a multidimen-
sionall  array constraint results in a loss of information when just BC is enforced on 
thee sub-constraints of the decomposition. In this case, it is more appropriate to 
usee a BC algorithm, such as the one we propose, on the original non-decomposed 
arrayy constraint. 


